**U.S. Warns of Possible Burundi Sanctions, Alarmed At Arms Reports**

UNITED NATIONS — The United States is preparing to impose sanctions on anyone involved in planning or taking part in violence related to disputed elections. The United States, the European Union and South Africa told the Security Council on Monday that they were alarmed at reports from Burundi about possible elections scheduled for Thursday.

The United States is considering imposing sanctions against officials who have encouraged the violence or who have been involved in the distribution of political materials, according to diplomats. The diplomat said that the United States was also considering a resolution to condemn the violence and to call for an end to it.

**Putin Takes Swipes at US in Victory Day Speech**

Vladimir Putin, who is marking 70 years since the end of World War II in a parade in Red Square that was closed to the public, took to the podium to tell Western leaders that they had failed to acknowledge Russia’s role in winning the war.

“Yet, in fact, the role of Russia and the Soviet Union is clear,” Putin said. “It is clear that without the contribution of our country, this war would not have ended.”
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